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Executive Summary 
The Campbell River (CR) watershed has been impacted by hydro-electric damming activities 
resulting in significant losses of riparian habitat. Conservation and remediation of riparian 
areas is important because they are hotspots for biodiversity. To enhance and protect 
habitat for fish and wildlife, The Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program (FWCP) provides 
significant funding and support for projects aimed at preserving ecological values in 
watersheds affected by BC Hydro’s dams (CR Watershed Action Plan 2018).  

Western screech-owls (Megascops kennicottii kennicottii; hereafter ‘screech-owl’ or 
‘WESOke’), a Schedule 1 Threatened Species at Risk (SAR), are sensitive to loss of riparian 
habitat due to reliance on suitable nesting cavities in trees adjacent to ponds, wetlands, 
river, and lakes (MOE 2013). Moreover, common screech-owl prey species (e.g., insects, 
amphibians, and small rodents) are riparian-dependent and likewise are negatively 
impacted by habitat loss. In addition, colonization of Barred owls (Strix varia), a known 
screech-owl competitor and predator, are likely displacing screech-owls from high quality 
habitats (MOE 2013). Therefore, implementing conservation measures for screech-owls is 
important.  

Beginning in 2000, an Owl Monitoring Program kickstarted surveys for screech-owls in the 
CR watershed to assess occupancy and distribution. Active (call playback; CPB) nocturnal 
surveys using call playback (CPB) was the primary inventory method used for efforts 
between 2000 - 2020. Guided by locations of owl detections in 2000, 160 small owl nest 
boxes were installed between 2002 and 2006 to enhance habitat values. In 2015, an 
additional 94 boxes were installed, and nest box inspections and maintenance were 
conducted in 2018 and 2019 to assess frequency of use and construction performance.  

The Owl Monitoring and Nest Box Program took a hiatus during 2020 and resumed activities 
in 2021, which was considered ‘Year 1’ of a four-year project cycle. Current project 
objectives are listed below. 

# Objective 

1a Assess the effectiveness of the nest box habitat-based efforts to date. 

1b Assess the condition and maintenance of nest boxes; make repairs/perform maintenance when 
identified 

2a Conduct WESOke surveys at sites with historical detections to assess long-term occupancy. 

2b Conduct desktop assessment of areas with high likelihood of occupancy based on new information 
regarding habitat selection; design new survey transects.  

2c Conduct WESOke surveys at new transects with high likelihood of presence to guide future 
installments of owl nest boxes. 

3a Install additional owl nest boxes in new areas.  

3b Adjust nest box installation configuration to create ‘breeding area clusters’ to attract owl.  

4 Provide data in a format useful to the BC Conservation Data Centre for Element Occurrence data in 
order to aid in addressing species knowledge gaps. 
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Actions taken in Year 1 (2021 - 2022) resulted in inspections of 57 of 97 owl nest boxes. 
There was no conclusive evidence that screech-owls have been using nest boxes since last 
checked in 2018/2019; however, one box contained circumstantial evidence (e.g., feathers 
of prey species). Moreover, most boxes appeared to be in good condition since deployment 
in 2015 thus indicating that construction and attachment methods are effective.  

Passive (Autonomous Recording Units; ARUs) survey techniques were added in 2021 during 
nest box inspections in mid-May.  A total of 21 ARUs were deployed next to nest boxes to 
passively listen for owls each night from sunset to midnight for two weeks. Initial analysis of 
sound recordings collected from ARU surveys did not yield any detections of screech-owls, 
however, timing of surveys was not ideal (post peak vocalization period). 

A WESOke conservation presentation was delivered to outdoor educators at Strathcona 
Park Lodge and was followed by a nest box building workshop. Sixty-three nest boxes were 
built, and 31 boxes were installed along the Bog Trail near the lodge to support outdoor 
education programs. Remaining boxes were installed west of Paterson Lake.  

New candidates for nest box installations and owl survey transects were identified to 
expand coverage in Year 2, and recommendations were provided. 

Year 2 efforts (2022-2023) began with a desktop assessment to identify areas with high 
likelihood of screech-owl occupancy based on new information regarding habitat 
preferences. As a result, three new transects (White River, East Memekay, and C-Branch) 
were designed in the western portion of the CR watershed. Those areas have never been 
surveyed and have habitat features that may support screech-owl occupancy.  

In early March of 2022, 33 ARUs were deployed for 10 nights along three historical transects 
(11 units/transect). Analysis and validation of recordings yielded no WESOke detections. 
However, Great horned owls (Bubo virginianus), Barred owls, Northern saw-whet owls 
(Aegolius acadicus), and Northern pygmy-owls (Glaucidium gnoma swarthi; a blue-listed 
species) were detected using this passive survey technique.  

In addition, the White River transect was surveyed using call playback methods. Although 
no screech-owl or other owl species were detected during the one night of surveys, this 
transect is considered to have high potential for screech-owl occupancy. A follow-up survey 
using ARUs is recommended.  

In mid-March, another 20 nest boxes were installed in riparian forests parallel to Jubilee 
Parkway. While not directly in the CR Watershed, having boxes set-up within the city limits 
of Campbell River offers an opportunity to engage with the public about owl conservation 
and the nest box program.  

During the screech-owl nestling period (May), boxes that were not inspected in 2021 (40) 
were assessed for signs of use. Two boxes contained feathers of prey species and grass. 
Moreover, 51 recently installed boxes were inspected (Bog Trail and Jubilee Parkway boxes) 
as part of community outreach events. Excitingly, one box had a female Northern saw-whet 
owl with two chicks.  
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All data collected from survey efforts, nest box installations and inspections have been 
compiled in databases formatted to BC’s Wildlife Species Inventory (WSI) standards.  

Lastly, in collaboration with partners, several community outreach events were conducted 
in May and June. Tania Tripp (Madrone) delivered a presentation for a school group at 
Strathcona Park Lodge about Western screech-owl conservation and the nest box program. 
Afterwards, students joined Biologists on the Bog Trail to inspect boxes.  

A second presentation was delivered in June to members and non-members of the CR Fish 
and Wildlife Club. Madrone Biologists combined efforts with Pacific Megascops Research 
Alliance (PMRA) to discuss Western screech-owl conservation and opportunities to 
participate in citizen science. The presentation was followed by nest box building workshop. 
Due to significant interest from CR Fish and Wildlife club members with wood-working skills, 
an FWCP Community Engagement Grant was awarded to the club to buy raw materials for 
building nest boxes. Moreover, a guardian from the We Wai Kai First Nation was hired to 
help with event facilitation. This short contract was a springboard to discuss plans to train 
and hire guardians to assist on future surveys, nest box installations and inspections, as well 
as the potential to collaborate on additional grant proposals.  

Overall, recent survey efforts indicate that WESOke are no longer occupying historical 
territories and there are higher occurrences of other species. Therefore, it will be important 
to survey new areas to assess if WESOke are selecting different habitat types than 
previously thought, possibly in response to colonization of Barred owls. New detections may 
guide locations for future nest box installations; however, development of a Small Owl 
Habitat Model may provide important insights in the absence of detections and may have 
other useful applications.  

To date, the nest box project has installed over 340 nest boxes in the CR watershed, and 
180 boxes installed since 2015 would benefit from periodic monitoring and maintenance 
(boxes installed in 2002 and 2006 are likely non-functional given age and are not worth 
visiting). Significant momentum is building for interest and support of this project as we 
continue to engage guardians and volunteers to participate. It is likely through training and 
capacity building that many aspects of this project could be accomplished by volunteer 
efforts; specifically nest box building and inspections of boxes installed near (within a 30-
minute drive) Campbell River.  
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WESTERN SCREECH-OWL MONITORING AND HABITAT 
RESTORATION IN THE CAMPBELL RIVER WATERSHED – 

YEAR 2 
 

1. Background  

Since the mid 1940’s the Campbell River (CR) watershed has been subjected to severe 
ecological disturbances including forest clearing, mining, and hydro-damming activities. As 
nearby communities grew, demand for energy infrastructure increased concurrently. The 
construction of John Hart, Ladore, and Strathcona dams resulted in diversion of natural 
watercourses to increase water supply. In doing so, over 50 km2 of riparian areas were 
destroyed and/or altered due to flooding of surrounding shrublands and forests.  

The Western screech-owl (Megascops kennicottii kennicottii; hereafter ‘screech-owl’ or 
‘WESOke’), is sensitive to loss of riparian areas since they nest in cavities of trees that are 
adjacent to ponds, wetlands, river, and lakes. Common prey species (e.g., insects, 
amphibians, and small rodents) are riparian-dependent and likewise are negatively 
impacted by habitat loss. In addition, colonization of Barred owls (Strix varia), a known 
screech-owl competitor and predator, are likely displacing screech-owls from high quality 
riparian habitats (MOE 2013). Provincially, population trends are declining (MOE 2013), 
which has resulted in a federal status of ‘Threatened’ (COSEWIC 2021) and a provincial 
status of ‘Special Concern’ (BC Conservation Data Centre 2021). As such, WESOke has been 
listed as a Schedule 1 Threatened Species at Risk (SAR). Therefore, implementing 
conservation measures for screech-owls is important. For a complete species account, see 
Appendix A.  

Fortunately, The Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program (FWCP) 1 compensates for fish and 
wildlife impacted by BC Hydro dams and provides funding for conservation projects in 
affected watersheds (CR Watershed Action Plan 2018). Thus, in 2000, the Owl Monitoring 
Program was developed to assess occupancy and distribution of WESOke within the CR 
watershed. Prior to 2000, very little was known about screech-owls in this area (Mico and 
Van Enter 2000). Surveys were first conducted in 2000 using active (call playback; CPB) 
survey techniques and resulted in several WESOke detections per transects. Surveys 
continued in 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2014, and 2015. By 2007, survey results were 
suggesting that populations of WESOke were declining in the CR watershed (Menzies and 
Tripp, 2007). 

By the end of 2015, innovations in survey techniques were developing such that passive 
survey methods using Autonomous Recording Units (ARUs) were becoming more common. 
ARUs are battery-powered sound recording machines that are programmed to record when 

 

1 Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program 

https://fwcp.ca/
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owls are most likely to vocalize (e.g., sunset, sunrise). Units can be left at survey stations for 
multiple nights, thus significantly increasing the likelihood that owls will be detected if 
present. Recordings are saved on SD cards which are later downloaded for analysis. Using 
machine learning software, recordings can be efficiently analyzed to determine owl 
presence. The Convolutional Neural Network software developed by Ruff et al. (2021) not 
only flags screech-owl detections, but other species too (e.g., Barred owl, Great horned owl 
[Bubo virginianus], Northern pygmy-owl [Glaucidium gnoma swarthi], Northern saw-whet 
owl [Aegolius acadicus], Marbled Murrelet [Brachyramphus marmoratus], Red squirrel 
[Tamiasciurus hudsonicus], etc.).   

Following surveys in 2000, the Owl Monitoring Program began habitat enhancement 
activities funded by FWCP. Guided by locations of WESOke detections via surveys, 80 small 
owl nest boxes were installed in 2002, followed by another 80 boxes installed in 2006. 
Inspections of nest boxes were conducted in 2015 and found sign of use (e.g., whitewash, 
downy breast feathers, sawdust depression, and pellets) at four boxes. Of 160 boxes, forty-
three boxes were not found and thirty-two were damaged and considered unusable. 
Therefore, only 85 boxes were deemed in usable condition for owl breeding. In 2015, an 
additional 94 boxes were installed in the CR watershed and were inspected in 2018 and 
2019. Ninety-two boxes were observed to be intact and useable. One box had flattened 
shavings and prey remains which indicates it was used for breeding.   

Throughout the years the Owl Monitoring and Nest Box Program has partnered with various 
stakeholders to achieve conservation goals and to collaborate on community outreach 
events. Financial and in-kind support has been provided by the following companies, 
communities, and organizations: 

• FWCP 

• Mosaic Forest Management Ltd. 

• We Wai Kai First Nation 

• Laich-Kwil-Tach Nation 

• BC Timber Sales 

• Ministry of Land, Water and Resource Stewardship (LWRS) 

• Campbell River Fish and Wildlife Club 

• Comox Valley Naturalist Society 

• Strathcona Park Lodge 

Owl Monitoring and Nest Box Program achievements to date would not be possible without 
support from those listed above.  

2. Over-arching Project Objectives 

The Owl Monitoring and Nest Box Program took a hiatus for two years and resumed 
activities in 2021, which was considered ‘Year 1’ of a four-year project cycle. Over-arching 
project objectives were developed from consulting the Recovery Plan for the Western 
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Screech-Owl, kennicottii subspecies (Megascops kennicottii kennicottii) in British Columbia 
(MOE 2013) and have been linked to FWCP Action Plan items (see Table 1 below).  

Table 1: Over-arching owl monitoring program objectives. Objectives are linked to FWCP Campbell 
River Watershed Action Plan (FWCP 2018) and Recovery Plan for the Western Screech-Owl, 
kennicottii subspecies (Megascops kennicottii kennicottii) in British Columbia (MOE 2013). 

# Objective Linkage to FWCP Campbell River 
Watershed Action Plan (FWCP 
2018) 

Linkage to BC’s WESOke 
Recovery Plan Objectives 
(MOE 2013) 

1a Assess the effectiveness of the 
nest box habitat-based efforts to 
date. 

#7 – Monitoring and Evaluation: 
Develop and implement an 
integrated monitoring plan for fish 
and/or wildlife in the Campbell 
watershed 
#8 – Monitoring and Evaluation: 
Assess success of habitat-based 
actions supported by the FWCP. 
#9 – Monitoring and Evaluation: 
Conduct condition assessments 
and/or maintenance on habitat 
enhancements supported by the 
FWCP. 

#2 – Establish and 
implement a monitoring 
program to assess trends 
in occupancy and habitat 
availability across the 
subspecies range. 
 
#4 – Address knowledge 
gaps (e.g., subspecies 
distribution and 
abundance, habitat 
requirements). 
 

1b Assess the condition and 
maintenance of nest boxes; make 
repairs/perform maintenance 
when identified 

2a Conduct WESOke surveys at sites 
with historical detections to assess 
long-term occupancy 

#24 – Research and Information 
Acquisition: Inventory for species 
of interest that are likely in the 
watershed. 

#2 – Establish and 
implement a monitoring 
program to assess trends 
in occupancy and habitat 
availability across the 
subspecies range. 
 
#4 – Address knowledge 
gaps (e.g., subspecies 
distribution and 
abundance, habitat 
requirements). 

2b Conduct desktop assessment of 
areas with high likelihood of 
occupancy based on new 
information regarding habitat 
selection; design new survey 
transects. 

2c Conduct WESOke surveys at new 
transects with high likelihood of 
presence to guide future 
installments of owl nest boxes. 

3a Install additional owl nest boxes in 
new areas. 

#25 – Habitat-based Actions: 
Implement priority species- and 
habitat-related conservation 
actions in the following (or most 
recent) Recovery Strategies and 
Management Plans for species at 
risk that are known to be in the 
watershed. 
#29 – Habitat-based Actions: 
Enhance the existing nesting box 
program for Western Screech-owl 

#3 - Assess and mitigate 
current threats (e.g., 
limited breeding habitat) 
for the known 
populations. 

3b Adjust nest box installation 
configuration to create ‘breeding 
area clusters’ to attract owl. 

4 Provide data in a format useful to 
the BC Conservation Data Centre 
for Element Occurrence data in 

#25 – Habitat-based Actions: 
Implement priority species- and 
habitat-related conservation 
actions in the following (or most 

#4 – Address knowledge 
gaps (e.g., subspecies 
distribution and 
abundance, habitat 
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# Objective Linkage to FWCP Campbell River 
Watershed Action Plan (FWCP 
2018) 

Linkage to BC’s WESOke 
Recovery Plan Objectives 
(MOE 2013) 

order to aid in addressing species 
knowledge gaps. 

recent) Recovery Strategies and 
Management Plans for species at 
risk that are known to be in the 
watershed. 

requirements). 

2.1. Year 1 Efforts 

Actions taken in year 1 (2021 - 2022) resulted in inspections of 57 of 97 owl nest boxes, 
deployment of 21 ARUs to passively survey owls along historical transects, and building and 
installation of 63 nest boxes (Madrone 2021a). There was no conclusive evidence that 
screech-owls have been using nest boxes since last checked in 2018/2019, however, one 
box contained circumstantial evidence (e.g., feathers of prey species). Moreover, boxes 
were in good condition since 2015 thus indicating construction and attachment methods 
are effective.  

Initial analysis of sound recordings collected from ARU surveys did not yield any detections 
of screech-owls. However, further validation of recordings for WESOke and other owl 
species was not possible due to a hard drive malfunction.  

A WESOke conservation presentation was delivered to outdoor educators at Strathcona 
Park Lodge and was followed by a nest box building workshop. Sixty-three nest boxes were 
built, and 31 boxes were installed along the Bog Trail near the lodge to support outdoor 
education programs. Remaining boxes were installed west of Paterson Lake.  

2.2. Year 2 Objectives 

For year 2 (2022/2023), project objectives were as follows: 

• Identify additional sites for habitat enhancement (e.g., Conduct desktop assessment 
of areas with high likelihood of occupancy; design new survey transects.) 

• Deploy ARUs are sites with historical WESOke detections. 

• Inspect nest boxes that were missed in year 1. 

• Install additional nest boxes in new areas.  

• Collaborate with local First Nations and partners on community outreach events.  

• Format and submit data to BC’s Wildlife Species Inventory (WSI) standards. 

3. Study Area 

The Campbell River watershed (Figure 1) is located within the Coastal Western Hemlock 
(CWH) biogeoclimatic (BEC) zone. The CWH zone occurs from low to mid elevation, 
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extending up to 900 m on windward slopes and 1,050 m on leeward slopes, along the 
majority of coastal BC (Pojar et.al. 1991). This zone receives higher annual rainfall than any 
of the other thirteen BEC zones, with precipitation from 1,000 to 4,400 mm/year (mean 
annual precipitation is 2,228 mm). Mild winters and cool summers, with frequent dry, hot 
spells, are typical in the CWH zone (Pojar et.al. 1991). The Campbell River drainage includes 
predominately second growth Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and western hemlock 
(Tsuga heterphylla) which was initiated after the Sayward fire in 1938. 

3.1. Loveland Bay 

The majority of the Loveland Bay study area is located within the Coastal Western Hemlock 
eastern very dry maritime (CWHxm1) variant. Warm dry summer and moist mild winters with 
little snowfall characterize this area. The CWHxm1 is located on the east coast of Vancouver 
Island. Douglas-fir and western hemlock are the dominant tree species in this subzone with 
small amounts of western red cedar (Thuja plicata). The western portion of the John Hart study 
area encroaches into the CWHxm2 (see description below) (Green and Klinka 1994). 

3.2. Strathcona Dam, Quinsam, Paterson Lake, and Buttle Lake  

The Strathcona Dam, Quinsam, Paterson Lake, and Buttle Lake study areas are located 
within the CWH western very dry maritime (CWHxm2) variant. This subzone is also 
characterized by warm, dry summers, and moist, mild winters with relatively little snowfall 
and occurs to the west of the CWHxm1. The vegetation is dominated by Douglas fir and 
western hemlock with small amounts of western red cedar (Green and Klinka 1994). 

3.3. Heber 

The Heber study area is located in the CWH Submontane very wet maritime variant 
(CWHvm1), which is characterized by wet, humid climate with cool summer and mild 
winters featuring very little snow fall. The vegetation is dominated by western hemlock, 
amabillis fir (Abies amabillis) and some western red cedar (Green and Klinka 1994). 

3.4. Salmon River 

The Salmon River study area is located in the CWH submontane moist maritime 
(CWHmm1), which is characterized by moist, mild winters and cool but relatively dry 
summers, which has contributed to occasional stand-replacing wildfires. The vegetation is 
dominated by western hemlock and Douglas-fir (Green and Klinka 1994).   
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Figure 1: Campbell River watershed Owl Monitoring and Habitat Restoration Project Area – FWCP 2021. 
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4. Methods 

4.1. Desktop Assessment  

To identify new areas to deploy nest boxes, a desktop assessment was conducted to identify 
areas with high likelihood of screech-owl occupancy based on new information regarding 
habitat preferences. Recent surveys on southwest Vancouver Island have detected owls in 
remnant mature and old forests patches along steep, incised river canyons (Madrone 
2021b, Madrone 2022). These landscape conditions are not uncommon on Vancouver 
Island since Old Growth Management Areas (OGMA) tend to track historically inoperable 
forests along steep river canyons. Figure 2 provides an example of screech-owl detections 
related to OGMAs on southwest Vancouver Island (Madrone 2021b).  

To select transects, an elevational cut-off of 500 m above sea level (a.s.l.) was used to 
identify areas that were likely accessible (i.e., low snowpack) during the sampling period 
(mid-Feb. to March). To select mature and old forests along steep river canyons, BC’s OGMA 
layer2, Fresh Water Atlas Rivers layer3, and TRIM contour lines4 were used as reference 
layers to guide transect placement. Fifteen potential stations per transect were drawn to 
allow for situations where one or two stations may need to be skipped due to unforeseen 
issues (e.g., long cliff feature, etc.). 

 

 

 

 

2 https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/old-growth-management-areas-legal-current 

3 https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/freshwater-atlas-rivers  

4 https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/trim-contour-lines  

https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/old-growth-management-areas-legal-current
https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/freshwater-atlas-rivers
https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/trim-contour-lines
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Figure 2: Example of screech-owl detections related to OGMAs on southwest Vancouver Island (Madrone 2021b). 
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4.2. Western screech-owl surveys 

4.2.1. Passive surveys 

To survey areas with historical WESOke detections, ARUs were deployed at 33 stations 

along Quinsam, Heber and Strathcona Dam transects (11 stations/transect; Table 2). Units 

(SM4 models from Wildlife Acoustics) were recording for 10-11 nights. Locations of 

transects are presented in Figure 6 in section 5.2. 

To deploy ARUs, units were secured to trees using two decking screws. The SM4 units have 
two microphones on either side of the unit, each facing parallel to the ground (see Figure 
3). The recording radius (distance the ARU can “hear”) is estimated to be 200 m however, it 
can vary by habitat type and ambient noise conditions.  

The units were programmed to record 

continuously from sunset to midnight (as 1 

hour .wav files) and then record every 15 

minutes on the hour until an hour before 

sunrise when it records continuously until an 

hour after sunrise. Recordings are saved on SD 

cards which are later downloaded for analysis. 

After ARU retrieval, sound recordings were 
downloaded and analyzed using an automated 
recognizer developed for identification of 
forest animals. The Convolutional Neural 
Network software developed by Ruff et al. 
(2021) is an efficient way to detect screech-owls and can be used to detect other species 
too (e.g., Barred owl, Great horned owl, Northern pygmy-owl, Northern saw-whet owl, 
Marbled Murrelet, Red squirrel, etc.).  
 
Table 2: Information regarding WESOke survey transects. 

Transect 
location 

# of 
Stations 

BEC Previous years 
CPB surveyed 

ARU Deployment 
Date 

ARU Retrieval 
Date 

# of ARU 
Listening 
Nights 

Quinsam 11 CWHxm1 2000, 2002, 2003, 
2007 

03-07-2022 03-17-2022 11 

Strathcona 

Dam 

11 CWHxm1 2000, 2002, 2003, 
2006, 2007 

03-08-2022 03-18-2022 11 

Heber 11 CWHvm1 2000, 2002, 2003, 
2006, 2015 

03-09-2022 03-18-2022 10 

Figure 3: SM4 model of ARU by Wildlife 
Acoustics. 
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4.2.1. Active surveys 

Call playback surveys were conducted once at 11 stations along the newly designed White 
River transect (see Section 4.1 for how transects were designed). Call playback surveys 
followed protocols outlined by RISC (2001), Pendergast (2002) and Hausleitner (2006). Each 
survey station was initiated with a two-minute listening period to allow for detection of 
owls that may already be calling. If a natural, ‘spontaneous’ owl detection occurred during 
the first two minutes, no calls were broadcast. The detection information was recorded 
(species, detection distance, and direction) and then the surveyors continued on to the next 
station. 

If after two minutes no owls were heard, four call sets were broadcast toward each cardinal 
direction using a FoxPro NX5 game caller. Each set consisted of a series of four male 
territorial calls with pauses in between for a total of 20-30 seconds, followed by 30 seconds 
of silence and then continued with the next set for a total of four sets. 

Call playback was followed by five minutes of silence. If an owl species was detected during 
the call broadcast, detection information was recorded and no additional calls were 
broadcasted at that station. If an owl flew into the station but the species was not 
confirmed, calls were continued until positive species identification was made, if possible.  

4.3. Next box construction and installation 

Nest box materials were supplied by DonCol 
Nature Products and were milled out of 
reclaimed western red cedar timber. Box 
measurements followed guidelines provided 
in Appendix C. Boxes were assembled by 
Madrone Biologist and volunteers. Each box 
was given a unique label on the bottom panel 
(Figure 4). 

Small owl nest boxes were installed at sites 
within the CR watershed for habitat 
enhancement. In the absence of WESOke 
detections, site selection was dependent on 
predicted high-quality habitat within or next 
to reserve forests not likely to be logged.  

Working in teams of two, the nest boxes were 
installed approx. 3 m off the ground. One 
team member secured the ladder while the second team member used an impact driver to 
attach the nest box to the tree and then added wood shavings for nest lining. Site data was 
recorded at each nest box installation site including nest box ID, elevation, slope, aspect, 
tree height, tree diameter at breast height, and tree species.  

Figure 4: Adding ID labels to the bottom 
of each owl nest box.  
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4.4. Nest box inspections 

Nest boxes installed in 2015 were inspected to determine effectiveness as a method of 
habitat enhancement. To inspect nest boxes, a wireless camera attached to a telescopic 
pole was used to view inside each nest box. Any signs of use by WESOke or other species 
were noted (e.g., whitewash, feathers, etc.) as well as any natural nest material that may 
have been added. If nest material was present, the depth of material was recorded. The 
general condition of each nest box was recorded as ‘good’, ‘usable’, ‘replace’ or ‘needs 
cleaning’. Photos were taken, when possible, for comparison of future inspections.  

4.5. Data consolidation and mapping 

Data collected from nest box inspections/installations and owl surveys were entered into a 
MS excel database formatted to BC’s Wildlife Species Inventory (WSI) standards. WSI 
provides templates5 to use for various wildlife projects, therefore, the ‘Bird Nest Visit 
Template’ was used to document nest box installation and inspections, and ‘General Survey 
Using Sample Stations’ was used to document surveys. Databases and spatial shapefiles 
were submitted via the online portal.   

5. Results and Outcomes 

5.1. New transects 

Using methodologies described in Section 4.1, three new transects were designed: 

1. White River,  

2. East Memekay, and  

3. C-Branch 

Transects fall in the western portion of the CR watershed (Figure 5); areas that have been 
less studied since project initiation in 2000. Each transect has 15 stations spaced 800 m 
apart (Figure 5).  

  

 

5 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/wildlife/wildlife-data-
information/submit-wildlife-data-information/data-submission-templates. 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/wildlife/wildlife-data-information/submit-wildlife-data-information/data-submission-templates
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/wildlife/wildlife-data-information/submit-wildlife-data-information/data-submission-templates
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5.2. Western screech-owl surveys 

From ARU surveys conducted along transects with historical WESOke detection (Quinsam, 

Heber, and Strathcona Dam), analysis and validation of recordings yielded no WESOke 

detections. However, non-targeted species were detected and are documented in Table 3 

and Figure 6. Moreover, call playback surveys conducted along the White River transect 

resulted in no detections of owls. A follow-up survey using ARUs is recommended since call 

playback surveys are less reliable for reporting true absences.  

Table 3: Avian species detected along transects in the CR Watershed. ‘ARU’ = Autonomous 
Recording Units and ‘CPB’ = Call Playback. ‘GHOW’ = Great-horned owl, ‘BDOW’ = Barred owl, 
‘NPOW’ = Northern pygmy-owl, ‘NSWO’ = Northern saw-whet owl, and ‘COSN’ = Common snipe 
(Gallinago gallinago). ‘-‘ indicates no individuals were detected.  

Transect Survey 
Method 

Station GHOW BDOW NPOW NSWO COSN 

Quinsam ARU 1 X X - - - 

Quinsam ARU 2 - - - - - 

Quinsam ARU 3 - - - - - 

Quinsam ARU 4 - - - - X 

Quinsam ARU 5 - - - X - 

Quinsam ARU 6 - - - X - 

Quinsam ARU 7 - - - - - 

Quinsam ARU 8 - - - - - 

Quinsam ARU 9 - - - - - 

Quinsam ARU 10 - - - - - 

Quinsam ARU 11 - - - X - 

Heber ARU 1 - X - - - 

Heber ARU 2 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 3 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 4 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 5 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 6 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 7 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 8 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 9 - - - - - 

Heber ARU 10 - - X - - 

Heber ARU 11 - - - - - 
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Transect Survey 
Method 

Station GHOW BDOW NPOW NSWO COSN 

Strathcona Dam ARU 1 - - X - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 2 - - - - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 3 - - - - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 4 - - - - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 5 - - - - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 6 - - X X - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 7 - X - - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 8 - - X X - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 9 - - - - - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 10 - X X X - 

Strathcona Dam ARU 11 - - - - - 

White River CPB 1 - - - - - 

White River CPB 2 - - - - - 

White River CPB 3 - - - - - 

White River CPB 4 - - - - - 

White River CPB 5 - - - - - 

White River CPB 6 - - - - - 

White River CPB 7 - - - - - 

White River CPB 8 - - - - - 

White River CPB 9 - - - - - 

White River CPB 10 - - - - - 

White River CPB 11 - - - - - 
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Comparisons of 2022 results with the long-term dataset for surveys completed at Heber, 

Quinsam, and Strathcona Dam display a steady decline in WESOke occupancy in the CR 

watershed, yet the trend is not statistically significant6 (n = 6, r2 = -0.53, p = 0.06; Figure 7). 

Occupancy estimates take into account number of survey stations along each transects (11-

14; see Table B2 in Appendix B) but does not account for detectability probability (likelihood 

of detecting an owl using call playback), nor number of survey replicates (i.e., re-sampling 

stations within the same year). Therefore, the term ‘naïve’ has been used to qualify these 

differences and is used in other WESOke occupancy reports (Hemmera 2017 & 2020).  Note 

that surveys conducted in 2014 and 2015 were not included in analyses due to too few 

replicates (only included years with three or more replicates/year). 

A similar downward trend was observed for Northern saw-whet owls, yet the trend is not 

statistically meaningful (n = 6, r2 = -0.07, p = 0.3; Figure 7). Interestingly, Northern pygmy-

owls appear to be increasing (n = 6, r2 = -0.68, p = 0.03; Figure 7). Occupancy rates of Barred 

owls and Great horned owls indicate a stable trend (n = 6, r2 = -0.23, p = 0.83, and n= 6, r2 = 

-0.25, p = 0.91, respectively; Figure 7). Note that 2022 was the first year that ARU surveys 

were implemented and future ARU survey efforts will likely improve robustness of analyses. 

Biases in comparing results from call playback and ARU methodologies are addressed in 

section 6.1. 

 

Figure 7: Naïve occupancy estimates for WESOke, BDOW, GHOW, NPOW, NSOW in the CR w 
between 2000 and 2022. ‘WESOke’ = Western screech-owl, ‘GHOW’ = Great-horned owl, ‘BDOW’ = 
Barred owl, ‘NPOW’ = Northern pygmy-owl, ‘NSWO’ = Northern saw-whet owl. 

 

 
6 If r2≥0.65 at p≤0.05 in regressions, then trend is regarded as statistically meaningful (Bryhn & Dimberg 2011). 
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5.3. Next box construction and installations 

In mid-March, another 20 nest boxes were installed in riparian forests parallel to Jubilee 
Parkway. Assembled boxes were leftovers from volunteer activities in November 2021. 
While not directly in the CR Watershed, having boxes set-up within the city limits of 
Campbell River increases accessibility to engage with the public about owl conservation and 
the nest box program.  

Overall, there has been three ‘series’ of boxes deployed since project inception:  

• 2002/2006 series, 

• 2015 series, and 

• 2021 series. 

Each series are characterized by different installation techniques and site selection methods 
(Table 4). Transitioning from nails to decking screws and washers has increased nest box 
longevity since they are less likely to fall out of trees due to rusting nails. Cedar shingles will 
likely reduce roof rot and moisture inside boxes. Installing boxes along transects will 
increase efficiency for inspections and maintenance, and provide owls a ‘core breeding 
area’. Figure 8 shows locations of 2015 and 2021 nest box series, which are likely intact and 
require periodic inspections and maintenance.  

 

Table 4: Number of nest boxes installed by year, installation techniques, and site selection 
method.  Transitioning from nails to decking screws with washers better secured boxes to trees, 
cedar shingles will likely    

Nest box 
installation 
year 

Nest box 
series 

Tree attachment 
method 

Cedar 
shingle 
roof? 
(Y/N) 

Site selection method Number of 
boxes 
installed 

2002 2002/2006 2 Nails N 4 box clusters near WESOke 
detections 

80 

2006 2002/2006 2 Nails N 4 box clusters near WESOke 
detections 

80 

2015 2015 3 Decking screws 
w/ washers 

N 4 box clusters near WESOke 
detections 

94 

2021 2021 3 Decking screws 
w/ washers 

Y 20+ boxes along transect with 
suitable habitat 

63 

2022 2021 3 Decking screws 
w/ washers 

Y 20+ boxes along transect with 
suitable habitat 

20 
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5.4. Nest box inspections 

On May 18th, 2022, 33 boxes installed in 2021 along the Bog trail were inspected for signs of 
use. The next day (May 19th), the remaining 40 nest boxes installed in 2015 that were not 
inspected in 2021 were visited. Lastly, on June 7th, 2022, 20 boxes installed along Jubilee 
Parkway were assessed. Two boxes in the Quinsam area contained feathers of prey species 
and grass and, one box had a female Northern saw-whet owl with two chicks (Figure 9; 
Table 5). 

Table 5: Notable findings from nest box inspections conducted in 2021. 

Location  Box ID Comments 

Quinsam 2015-14 
feathers of prey species and grass 

Quinsam 2015-15 
feathers of prey species and grass 

Jubilee Parkway 2021-82 Nesting Northern saw-whet owls (two chicks and one unhatched egg) 

 

 

Figure 9: Northern saw-whet owl using a nest box (2021-82) on June 7th, 2022, in the Jubilee 
Parkway area. Inspection of nest box found two chicks and one unhatched egg.  
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Using data from past nest box inspections, condition of nest boxes was assessed across 
years (Table 6; Figure 10). There has been three ‘series’ of boxes deployed since project 
inception (described and defined in section 5.3).  

Table 6: Nest box inspection results across years. 

Nest box 
series 

Year Inspected Number 
Inspected 

Number 
functional 

Number non-
functional 

Number used 
by wildlife 

2002/2006 2015 117 85 32 25 

2015 2018 88 80 8 3 

2015 2019 93 86 7 6 

2015 2021/2022 93 76 17 13 

2021 2022 51 51 0 2 

 

When inspected in 2015, 73% of 2002/2006 series boxes were considered usable (9-13 
years since deployment; Figure 10) Boxes deployed in 2015, which had improved design and 
placement (see Table 4), were 91% usable when checked three years later. Planned 
maintenance activities improved conditions (92%) when assessed the following year; 
however, conditions declined in 2021 mostly due to box shavings becoming wet and 
growing mushrooms. Again, boxes deployed in 2021 has improved design such that cedar 
shingles have been added to roof to protect from rain and were placed on sides of trees less 
exposed to rain. All 2021 boxes inspected in 2022 were in usable condition (Table 6; Figure 
10).  

The proportion of nest boxes used by wildlife across years was assessed (Table 6; Figure 11). 
The proportion of use increased given time elapsed since deployment. While there has only 
been one direct observation of nest box use by WESOke (e.g., box near Strathcona Dam in 
2006), there has been numerous signs of use by nesting birds and other wildlife. Common 
signs included flattened nest box shavings, feathers, prey remains, grass, moss, or sticks 
inside the box, and white-wash in or along the front of the box.  
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Figure 10: Proportion (%) of nest boxes in usable condition by series and year. ‘Series’ indicates 
years boxes were installed, therefore indicating time elapsed since deployment. Series 2002/2006 
were only inspected once in 2017, series 2015 were inspected three times, and Series 2021 were 
only inspected once. Note that some boxes in 2002/2006 were inspected at random between years 
2002 – 2016, yet those data are not presented here.  

 

 

Figure 11: Proportion of boxes used by wildlife by series across years. ‘Series’ indicates years boxes 
were installed, therefore indicating time elapsed since deployment. Common signs of use included 
flattened nest box shavings, feathers, prey remains, grass, moss, or sticks inside the box, and white-
wash in or along the front of the box. 
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5.5. Community outreach and collaborations 

Several community outreach 
events were conducted in 
May and June that involved 
working alongside 
collaborators. On May 18th, as 
a way to integrate nest box 
inspections with community 
outreach, Tania Tripp 
(Madrone) delivered a 
presentation to a school 
group (15 students) at 
Strathcona Park Lodge about 
Western screech-owl 
conservation and the nest box 
program. Afterwards, the 
students walked along the 
Bog Trail to watch Biologists 
use camera gear to inspect boxes.  

A second presentation was delivered in 
June to members and non-members of the 
CR Fish and Wildlife Club. Madrone 
Biologists combined efforts with Pacific 
Megascops Research Alliance (PMRA) to 
discuss Western screech-owl conservation 
and opportunities to participate in citizen 
science. The presentation was followed by 
nest box building workshop. Approximately 
25 people attended. Due to significant 
interest from CR Fish and Wildlife club 
members with wood-working skills, an 
FWCP Community Engagement Grant was 
awarded to the club to buy raw materials 
for building nest boxes. Moreover, a 
guardian from the We Wai Kai First Nation 
was hired to help with event facilitation. 
This short contract was a springboard to 
discuss plans to train and hire guardians to 
assist on future surveys, nest box 
installations and inspections, as well as the 
potential to collaborate on additional grant 
proposals for SAR species. 

Figure 12: Tania Tripp delivering a Western screech-owl 
presentation at Strathcona Park Lodge on May 18th.  

Figure 13: Flyer created for event at CR Fish and 
Wildlife clubhouse on June 18th, 2022. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1. Western screech-owl monitoring 

Unfortunately, no screech-owls were detected along transects which may indicate that 
territories historically occupied by WESOke are currently vacant. Between 2000 and 2006, 
occupancy rates of Quinsam, Heber, and Strathcona Dam transects ranged from 0.08 to 
0.58 (Table B2; Madrone 2016). Surveys conducted in 2015 detected a single screech-owl 
along the Heber transect (Madrone 2016), and now, recent surveys have yielded zero 
detections. Therefore, WESOke populations in the CR watershed are likely experiencing 
significant declines, yet trends are not statistically meaningful, possibly due to data 
limitations. Low counts (characteristic of rare species) combined with infrequent sampling 
can influence statistical significance.     

While survey methodologies have changed through the years (from active CPB surveys to 
passive ARU surveys), comparisons of survey results are still valuable. Due to active survey 
methodology used in 2000 – 2015, it is possible that the number of WESOke territories were 
underrepresented. Detectability rates for call playback surveys are unknown and it is 
assumed that some individuals do not respond to call playback or have a delayed response, 
consequently missed by surveyors. ARU surveys are considered more reliable since surveys 
are conducted for 10 to 11 consecutive nights, which provide more opportunities to detect 
an owl if present. Therefore, it is likely there were more WESOke territories than 
documented between 2000 and 2007, and now, using ARU techniques, there is high 
confidence that territories are no longer occupied.     

In regard to ARU recording analysis, it is important to note that only a high-level analysis of 
the recordings was available through the automated recognizer software used to scan 
sound files. The recognizer identifies screech-owl calls with a 95% confidence threshold and, 
therefore, any calls for which the recognizer is less confident (<95%) will not be identified. 
The software developers (Ruff et al. 2021) are currently working on a manual fix to adjust 
the threshold to improve sensitivity. Nevertheless, standardized comparisons between the 
recognizer created by Ruff et al. (2021) and manual listening of recordings are underway 
and preliminary results suggest that there are very few false negatives using the recognizer 
(R. Chicalo pers. comm. 2022).    

Moreover, the ability of the recognizer to identify other owl species can be helpful. 
Northern pygmy-owls swarthi subspecies, a blue-listed subspecies that is included on the 
Forest, Range, and Practices Act as an ‘Identified Species’ was detected at five survey 
stations (Table 3) and trends presented in Figure 8 indicate that populations could be 
increasing. These detections will be submitted via the WSI, a government-managed public 
database, so land managers can manage for them accordingly. In addition, tracking the 
instances of Barred owl detections, a known WESOke predator and competitor, will likely be 
important for population and habitat modelling; activities that Regional Government 
Biologists are pursuing.      
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6.2. Nest box inspections 

2021/2022 inspections of nest boxes installed in 2015 have shown little sign that they are 
being used by nesting owls. Across both years of inspections, nine nest boxes showed signs 
of nesting (e.g., accumulation of nesting material such as grass, moss, bark, and twigs), 
however these materials could have been gathered by other cavity nesters such as squirrels 
or other bird species. Feathers and whitewash that were found in and around the nest 
boxes (n = 7) also indicate nest box activity, but again, are not conclusive in determining 
WESOke use. Puffball mushrooms (Calvatia sp.) and mold were found in 2 nest boxes that 
were notably wet on the inside, possibly due to leaky roofs and/or that those boxes had 
little protection from heavy rains. Presence of fungi may be deterring owl use and should be 
cleaned out and re-installed in a nearby location that may be more protected. 

Several factors may contribute to the lack of nest box use by WESOke. An unfortunate 
explanation may be that there are no screech-owls present in areas where previously 
detected (see Section 6.1 for discussion of survey results). For individuals that persist yet go 
undetected, perhaps there are sufficient natural cavities available for the apparent low 
density of WESOke that occur in the CR Watershed. Alternatively, the locations of installed 
nest boxes may be too close to recent or current forest disturbances (e.g., construction, 
tree harvesting, road traffic, etc.). According to the Guidelines for Raptor Conservation 
during Urban and Rural Land Development in British Columbia, nesting WESOke are 
considered to have a moderate tolerance to disturbance and thus require a 600m ‘quiet’ 
nesting buffer in undeveloped areas (BC MOE, 2013). Therefore, locations of future nest box 
installments should consider harvesting plans and level of activity in the vicinity.  

Excitingly, a pair of Northern saw-whet owls bred in a box installed along Jubilee Parkway. It 
is possible that the new deployment configuration may have contributed to its success. 
Previously, boxes were installed in groups of 2-4 spread across the landscape, potentially 
making them difficult for owls to find. A new strategy was developed which deploys clusters 
of 20 - 30 nest boxes along a short transect (200 - 300 m trail), thus providing a ‘core 
breeding area’ within suitable riparian habitats. This strategy also increases efficiency for 
inspecting and maintaining nest boxes since there is less travel between boxes. Nest boxes 
deployed in 2021 and 2022 followed this new strategy.  

6.3. Community outreach and collaboration 

Momentum is building with collaborators. Since hiring a guardian to assist 
with the event at the Campbell River Fish and Wildlife Club, the We Wai 
Kai Guardian program is interested in integrating screech-owl monitoring 
and conservation into landscape planning on their traditional lands. 
Currently, there is a partnership to submit proposals for federal Habitat 
Stewardship Program (HSP) and Aboriginal Fund for Species at Risk 

(AFSAR) funding. The intent is to support capacity building for participating and co-leading 
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the Owl Monitoring and Nest Box Program, such that guardians build skills in the following 
areas: 

• ARU surveys, 

• Screech-owl habitat assessments, 

• Nest box monitoring, maintenance, and installation, 

• Ground-truthing habitat models, 

• Developing a Best Management Practices for Western screech-owl that could be used 
as a reference for We Wai Kai guardians when consulted for land development 
projects. 

Funds can also be used to buy equipment (e.g., ARUs, nest box inspection camera, ladders, 
etc.) that can be used by guardians for future projects and contracts. 

Regarding other collaborations, thanks to the FWCP engagement grant awarded to the CR 
Fish and Wildlife Club, members with wood-working skills will be supplied with raw 
materials to compile nest box kits. Kits will be assembled by volunteers as part of an event 
organized by Joanne Saunders, the club’s president. In collaboration with stakeholders and 
We Wai Kai guardians, Madrone’s project Biologists will determine new locations for nest 
boxes and train guardians to install boxes.  

Educational presentations for school groups at Strathcona Park Lodge is set to continue. 
These are excellent opportunities to engage younger generations in wildlife conservation 
and how science is used to inform management activities for SAR. There is interest by 
Strathcona Park Lodge’s outdoor educators to purchase camera gear to inspect nest boxes 
along the Bog Trail and to conduct call playback surveys in the area. Madrone’s Biologists 
will provide adequate training for safe animal care techniques and using camera equipment.  

7. Next Steps 

The long-term nature of the Owl Monitoring and Nest Box Program provides valuable 
insight and opportunities to learn more about WESOke and enact conservation measures to 
protect this species. Therefore, the following list provides recommendations that align with 
FWCP Action Plan items, as well as BC’s WESOke Recovery Plan:   

1. Additional inventory efforts are needed, especially along new transects. Conducting 
ARU surveys along White River, East Memekay, and C-Branch will be a priority. In 
addition, surveying the Buttle Lake transect (within provincial park boundaries) is 
important since forested areas along this transect will likely have fewer 
disturbances, which may be a key factor in long-term occupancy. Funding for the 
Buttle Lake transect may be available from BC Parks. Overall, results from surveys 
will hopefully identify new areas for habitat enhancement.  

2. In the event that surveys do not occur or no owls are detected, creation of a 
WESOke Nesting Habitat Model is recommended. There are currently several 
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Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping layers that exist for the CR watershed that could be 
leveraged for a Wildlife Habitat Ratings model. Madrone created a model for the 
Capital Regional District’s Water Supply Area in 2021 (see Figure 14 for an example), 
and this framework could be used to expedite the modelling process in the CR 
watershed. Not only could this model provide new locations for habitat 
enhancements, but it could also be used by government and other stakeholders for 
land use planning to achieve screech-owl conservation goals.       

3. Continuation of nest box monitoring and maintenance is essential to assess the 
efficacy of this habitat enhancement measure. The CR Watershed now has 
178 boxes that require various levels of monitoring and maintenance to meet 
habitat enhancement goals. Visual inspections of nest boxes will reveal signs of 
WESOke use and may further guide locations of additional owl nest boxes. 
Continued work with local groups is important to encourage independent 
monitoring. 

4. Work with We Wai Kai guardians to set-up a multi-year monitoring program to 
assess condition and/or maintenance of nest boxes, conduct surveys, and ground-
truth habitat model outputs.  

5. Continue to work and collaborate with Government Biologists and Species at Risk 
experts to coordinate research and information acquisition efforts.  

Figure 14: Example of WESOke Nesting Habitat Suitability Model in the Capital Regional 
District’s Water Supply Area (Sooke watershed), on Vancouver Island, BC.  
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The Western screech-owl (Megascops kennicottii) is a widespread non-migratory species that 
occurs along the Pacific Coast of North America, from southern Alaska to central Mexico 
(Cannings and Angell 2001). In Canada, this species occurs only in British Columbia (BC) and 
as two subspecies: M. k. kennicottii, along the coastal mainland and Vancouver Island, and M 
.k. macfarlanei, in the southern BC interior (COSEWIC 2002). This species is historically known 
to be locally abundant over parts of its range in BC (Campbell et.al. 1990), although some 
populations of this species are now believed to be in decline (Cannings and Angell 2001; 
Fraser et.al. 1999).  The interior subspecies has a Federal listing of “Threatened” (COSEWIC 
2002) and is provincially “red-listed” (BC Conservation Data Centre 2008). The subspecies 
occurring along the coast of BC has a Federal listing recently been updated to “Threatened” 
(COSEWIC 2021) and is provincially “blue-listed” (Special Concern) (BC Conservation Data 
Centre 2021). 

The Western screech-owl is a small, streaked owl with tufted ears and yellow eyes. Adults 
vary in total length between 19 to 25.5 cm and 100 to 305 g in mass; however, females are 
generally larger and heavier than males (Cannings and Angell 2001). The primary song 
consists of a series of notes that is similar to a “ball bounding more and more rapidly over a 
frozen surface” (Johnsgard 1988, Tripp 2004). This opportunistic nocturnal raptor preys on 
mammals, fish, insects, invertebrates and other birds. It is also prey for other avian predators, 
such as the Barred Owl (Strix varia) (COSEWIC 2002). 

Western screech-owls use a variety of habitats for roosting and nesting including; mature 
forests, 50 to 60 year old open Douglas-fir forests, dense young Douglas-fir forests, black 
cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) and woodlands bordering marshes, ponds, wet areas or 
fields. In general, Western screech-owls are associated with mixed deciduous-coniferous 
woodlands near water (COSEWIC 2002). In BC, nests are usually found in cavities 1.2 to 12.2 m 
up a tree, mainly on sites located below 600 m in elevation (Campbell et.al. 1990). 

Favoured nesting cavities/holes include Pileated Woodpecker and Northern Flicker 
excavations (cavities) in Douglas-fir, western redcedar (Thuja plicata), and bigleaf maple (Acer 
macrophyllum), Arbutus (Arbutus menziesii), Grand Fir (Abies grandis), Red Alder (Alnus 
rubra), Garry Oak (Quercus garryana) and Western Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) (Campbell 
et al 1990, Hobbs and Darling, pers. comm. 2001 as cited in COSEWIC 2002). 

At present, few detailed home range and territory size estimate studies have been completed 
for this species in North America. Research by Hayward (1983) in central Idaho indicated a 
home range of two radio-tagged birds to be 3-9 hectares, and 29-58 hectares respectively. A 
study on Western screech-owls in southern California calculated an average of 2.1 territories 
per kilometer of river channel, with a minimum average distance of 420 m between nest sites 
(Feusier 1989). Recent telemetry efforts in the interior of British Columbia have documented 
territory ranges of 112 ha (mean minimum convex polygon for five tagged males), and a mean 
95% utilization distribution estimate of home range size for four owls of 49 ha (Davis and Weir 
2006 and Davis and Weir 2007).  
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Table B1: 2022 Occupancy Estimates of species by transect.  

Transect Survey 

stations 

WESO NPOW BDOW NSWO GHOW 

# Occ. 

Est. 

# Occ. 

Est. 

# Occ. 

Est. 

# Occ. 

Est. 

# Occ. 

Est. 

Heber 11 0 0 0 0 1 0.09 0 0 0 0 

Quinsam 11 0 0 1 0.09 1 0.09 3 0.27 1 0.09 

Strathcona 

Dam 

11 0 0 4 0.36 2 0.18 3 0.27 0 0 

All 33 0 0 5 0.15 4 0.12 6 0.18 1 0.03 

 

Table B2: Number of stations, detections, and occupancy estimates for three transects 
in the CR watershed by year.  

 

 

 

Year Heber Quinsam Strathcona Dam 

# of 

Sta. 

# of 

Det. 

Occ. 

Est. 

# of 

Sta. 

# of 

Det. 

Occ. 

Est. 

# of 

Sta. 

# of 

Det. 

Occ. 

Est. 

2000 12 1 0.08 12 3 0.25 12 2 0.17 

2002 12 3 0.25 12 3 0.25 12 3 0.25 

2003 12 7 0.58 12 1 0.08 12 1 0.08 

2006 12 2 0.17 14 2 0.14 12 3 0.25 

2007 12 0 0 16 2 0.13 13 1 0.08 

2014 11 1 0.09 - - - 11 0 0 

2015 14 1 0.07 - - - 16 0 0 

2022 11 0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 
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Appendix C 

 
Nest Box Design Instructions 
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